
Principal's Message
Dr Ahdielah Edries

Important Dates

Asalamu Alaykum  Waraghmatullahi Wabarakatu

Dear Parents

 

All praises are due to our Creator , the Benevolent , and Most

Merciful .  May Peace & Blessings be bestowed on our beloved

Prophet Mohammed ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص , His Family and His Companions .  

I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to our students ,

staff and parents for your efforts and contributions these past

5 weeks as we tackle the 2021 academic school year .

I humbly request all parents give my staff and I , your full

support and cooperation to ensure that each of our students

will have the opportunity to blossom spiritually ,

academically , socially , and emotionally .  My deepest

gratitude and thanks to the teachers , specialist and support

staff who work tirelessly to make learning at our school

possible .

I would like to highlight the key focal points that we will be

focusing on this year which affirms the school mission , vision ,

values , priorities , pastoral care , the role of parents , innovation

and learning practices to prepare our students for life

beyond the classroom .

G A R D E N  C O L L E G E  N E W S L E T T E R
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8th March - Adelaide Cup

Public Holiday

15th March - Harmony Day

Celebrations - High School

16th-17th  March -

Recognition Awards

24th March - Harmony Day

- Primary School

2nd April - Good Friday

5th April - Easter Monday



Ensure that all students at our College have

opportunities to develop the skills , knowledge

and confidence they need to achieve their

individual potential and attain their

aspirations

Students become true “Ambassadors of Islam”

Establish a supportive & cohesive school

community

Our vision for 2021 is to create an educational

values-rich environment that fosters the

development of 21st-century skills in students

so that they can be well-balanced , innovative ,

independent-thinking conscientious human

beings 

Our lifelong goal is to strive to attain

excellence in everything that we endeavour .

Providing a safe and nurturing environment in

which our students have the best opportunity

to develop to their full potential intellectually ,

spiritually , socially and physically .  Our school

rules affirm that everyone is valued and

respected by all . 

Share the common values of respect ,

responsibility , resilience , honesty , inclusion

and simply doing your best .  

Provide a dynamic learning environment to

ensure students are safe , nurtured , recognized

and affirmed .

MISSION

VISION

SOCIAL CLIMATE

Attain the optimum development of all our

students .

Build a vibrant learning community .

Improve student outcomes in Literacy and

Numeracy .

Build the capacity of teachers & students -

self (goals , practices) and school targets –

achievement standards (collect , analyse ,

synthesise , apply) data to plan for all

students

Build social and emotional resilience ,

supported by clear , effective pastoral care

for all our students . 

2021 PRIORITIES

Encourage excellence in teaching & learning

Provide a vast range of educational and

support programs to support student ’s

academic , social , cultural and physical

development .

Maintain a standard of good behaviour and

welfare in our school .

Empower students and enhance their learning

and teaching opportunities .

We believe that parents form an integral part

of our school , as such we have an ‘open-door

policy ’ .  All parents are encouraged to have a

partnership with their child ’s teachers and the

school administration to ensure a holistic

education is attainable for their children .

Serious behaviour issues are dealt with in

consultation with the parents to find a

solution to address any issues pertaining to

the child .

Attend the parent-teacher meetings held at

the end of each term

Support the staff & myself to produce the

FUTURE LEADERS OF TOMORROW !

PASTORAL CARE
Alhumdulilah , the College has a very dedicated

team of staff who are working diligently to

ensure that we have a strong pastoral care

system in place . I am very proud of the efforts of

Ms Georgia , Sr Zahia , Sr Rufia and Imaam

Abdulsalam Alim .

The focus of pastoral care is upon the healing ,

guiding , supporting , reconciling , nurturing ,

liberating , and empowering of students in

whatever situation they find themselves .  As staff ,

we wish to develop our students with active and

creative minds , a sense of understanding and

compassion for others , and the courage to act in

accordance with their Islamic beliefs . 

ROLE OF PARENTS

May the Almighty grant us the ability to unite our

hands and our hearts for the betterment

of our community , Ameen !

Jazakallah Khairun 

Dr Ahdielah Edries

G A R D E N  C O L L E G E  N E W S L E T T E R



#DigiTech at GC

The Primary School children will be undertaking a Unit of Work on

Coding using Code.org. This cloud-based platform uses block-based

coding and allows students to engage in online tasks in a fun and

interactive way. The children will enhance their knowledge about

programming concepts such as branching and iteration. Students will

be assessed via the completion of online tasks and an end of the topic

handwritten test. We already have a lot of happy coders at Garden

College after the first couple of weeks at school.

Our DigiTech has a cross-
curriculum link to Mathematics
and Health.

High School Digital Technologies. 

Students will use Code.org to learn the fundamentals of

programming. This includes applying branching and iteration in a

block-based fashion. Functional and modular-based design along with

cross-curriculum links to Mathematics (Shape) and the use of and

tracking of variables in code, will be examined. Students will develop

relative positioning and spatial awareness skills through Mr C’s

‘Fronts and Flanks Drill’ which has cross-curriculum links to

Mathematics and Health.

by Mr. Aaron Caesarikow

Firstly, thank you for the
warm welcome I have
received at the College. I
enjoy being part of the
Islamic community and find
many synergies with my own
upbringing, values and
beliefs.

I’m 40 years of age and have
6 children. I enjoy spending
time with my children and
my wife. I’m an active
member of my community
and you’ll often find me
coaching team sports, doing
the odd timekeeping job or
umpiring on weekends.

In my limited spare time, I
like to keep fit, read
biographies and engage in
property investment
activities. I try to have a
haircut every week  and I
was trying to think of my
favourite food but I like
eating all the time so I
couldn’t decide. If you see
me around, feel free to say
“Hi”.

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

https://code.org/
https://code.org/
https://code.org/


I would like to welcome you to an exciting new learning

adventure with our Year 1 students . I am very pleased to have

your children as my students this year . We will enjoy our

learning journey together In Sha Allah . Year 1 students spent

the first three weeks getting used to the new routine and

learning the rules after realising the big transition from

Reception last year . The students are learning how to

encourage each other and accept the challenge when they face

a “Learning Pit” in a new task .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Asalamu Alaykum, I am Ms
Hiba Maghazji, Year 1
teacher. A mother of three
and a primary school
teacher with 24 years of
experience. I started my
teaching career in Iraq in
1996 as a French language
teacher. I have worked with
the United Nations where I
taught refugee students.

I started my career in
Australia as a BSSO
(bilingual school service
officer) while I was studying
for a Master of Teaching
Primary, which
AlhamdulliAllah, I achieved
in 2016. I was placed in
different schools, but I love
where I am now!

In the first few weeks, we

concentrated on improving our

sounds’ recognition and

handwriting skills. We also had

the opportunity to try our IT skills

and come up with creative ideas

in our Digital Technology lessons.

In Mathematics, we are working

on improving our skills by

learning a new concept called

“Rainbow Facts” which will

help us later to calculate, add

and subtract easily.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank you all for supporting

your children in their daily reading. It is very important to listen to them

while they read and ask them some questions. Please keep

communicating with us through Class Dojo and check our updates and

the great work your children do!



I would like to welcome back the Year 2s . The

students started off with getting into everyday

classroom routines , knowing and following the

rules of the class/school and getting to know new

friends . A few weeks have passed and they have

settled in MA-SHA-ALLAH .  In Science , they are

learning about how living things grow , change and

have offspring similar to themselves . In class ,

students have been observing meal-worms for the

past 3 weeks and recording the changes , if any .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

I am Ms Salmah Akil, the

teacher for Year 2A. The

students call me Ms A. I

have been teaching

various levels for twenty

years, majority of them

being a teacher in

Singapore. Most of my

experience was teaching

Junior Primary and this

is my fifth year teaching

at Garden College. Every

year had been a

wonderful experience for

me, Alhamdulillah. I wish

to continually contribute

to the Muslim

community by

educating our young

Muslim Australians and

guide them towards

being successful

Muslims in this world

and the hereafter, 

In sha Allah.

For Mathematics, students have had hands-on

experience using interactive games and MAB (multi-base

arithmetic blocks) to engage in learning place value. They

really enjoyed themselves.

Students are reminded to wear hats during playtime for

sun protection. Girls are expected to wear the new bucket

hats and NOT the white visor hats.

I am looking forward to a busy and exciting year as your

child’s teacher and working collaboratively with you in

your child’s learning journey.



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Welcome back to all students and families ! Our

students in Year 3 have had a positive start to the

school year and we are well on our way to an

exciting and productive term .

 

Literacy:
We are focusing on

narrative writing during

Writing lessons this

term . To ensure students

follow through each stage

of the writing process , I 

have created an interactive

writing process display in

the classroom . DEAR

(Drop Everything and Read)

continues to be

an important part of our

Reading program

which develops students ’ 

independent reading skills . The inclusion of the

comprehensive CARS and STARS program this year

aims to develop students ’ reading and

comprehension skills .

Asalamu Alaykum, My name
is Uzma Shakil and I am one
of the Year 3 teachers. This
is my 4th year teaching at
Garden College.

Before becoming a teacher,
I worked as a Software Test
Analyst for several years. I
completed my Masters from
University of South Australia
and started teaching, which
is not only my career, but
also my passion.

I am also a mum of three
children: 2 boys and 1 girl,
and a few dozen house
plants. My absolute
favourite thing to do apart
from spending time with
children in school and at
home, is looking after my
house plants.

Numeracy:
This term we will be focussing on Number & Algebra

topics . We have completed investigating place value

and will be focusing on number operations during

the rest of the term .

                                                                            



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Digital Technologies:
We are very excited that Digital Technologies has
become a separate learning area. This is
providing students with an opportunity to learn
how to use information systems and software
adequately. We are currently learning the idea of
databases and the use of Google Sheets. Later
during the term, we will learn to effectively use
Microsoft Powerpoint. 

Please be reminded that during Term 1 we have
a ‘no hat, no play’ policy. Students are
encouraged to bring a water bottle of plain water
to school which they can leave on their desks and
drink throughout the day as needed. 

HASS and The Arts:
We are learning about celebrations and
commemorations in HASS. The Arts has been
integrated with HASS this term. Students will
create visual arts which represents different
festivals around the world, such as, Chinese
New Year, Kite Festival, Ramadan, and Eid
Festival.

Science:
The learning area of Science allows students
to understand the world around them. We are
learning about Biological Science this term.
Students will also create a STEM project
which will demonstrate their understanding of
a local habitat.
 



Welcome back to all our students and families ! We could

not be happier that the new school year is here . The Year

4 class have settled in well and are already up to some

spectacular things . 

 

Have a look at what we have been learning in our

classroom so far this term ! 

 

Numeracy:
We have been learning about the importance of place

value and recently have been practising our addition and

subtraction skills . They have done really well getting to

know different strategies for their adding and subtracting . 

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Asalamu Alaykum, My

name is Vicki Mennillo. I

am the Year 4 teacher

for 2021. This is my 5th

year teaching here at

Garden College. In

previous years I have

taught Year 4, 5 and 6.

 

I have loved becoming a

part of the Garden

College community and

look forward to meeting

new families this year!

In my spare time I love

to spend time outdoors,

and I also love to cook

and travel. 

I am looking forward to

the year ahead! 



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Literacy:
For writing, our class has been looking at
explanation texts. The students have come up
with many exciting things to research such as
'How does a volcano erupt?’ and ‘How does
sand form’.  In reading, we have been looking at
various reading strategies, as well as taking part
in our CARS and STARS program.

                                                                            

HASS:
In HASS we have been exploring the different
environments around us. We are currently
focusing on the Desert and learning all about the
various vegetation and animals that live there. 
 
Science:
This term our focus for Science is Biological
Sciences, we are currently learning about the
importance of the Cassowary in the Daintree
Rainforest. We will be integrating our Science with
our Writing to research the life cycle of the
amazing bird, the Cassowary.

                                                                            Art:
In Art we recently created Mandalas. Students
focused on their attention to detail and creating
patterns with complementing colours. Their finished
product looks amazing! 
 
We are looking forward to sharing more of our
amazing work with you soon.

                                                                            



Asalamu Alaykum ,

We have started off this term on such a high . As a class all students have

settled in and shown their motivation towards their learning . We have

been enjoying our reading corner in class and loving that we have Digital

Technology as a subject this year . Our PE focus this term is Hockey and we

have been lucky enough to have someone from sporting schools come

and teach Hockey skills to our class .

 

During Mathematics students have blown me away with how great their

mathematics skills are . Students are always excited for our Mathematics

lessons . They have been enjoying the hands on mathematics games we

have been playing in class to help develop their skills .

 

In English students have begun the year with Narrative text types to help

prepare them for NAPLAN . Students have started the new Jolly Spelling

program as well as the new CARS and STARS Comprehension program .

Students show a love of reading and are really enjoying our class novel

“Holes”.

 

I am excited to see how the students grow over the year . Their love of

learning is infectious , and I am so proud of how dedicated they all are .

Please keep encouraging their love of learning at home and remind them

to reach out when they need help .

 

I look forward to the rest of the year ,

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

I have been teaching at
Garden College since 2016 in
various roles at both
campuses. When I am not at
school I try to spend as much
time with my family as I can.
I also volunteer my time to
the Believe You Can
Foundation Organisation.
We raise money for
underprivileged schools
overseas. Our latest project
was building a playground
at an Islamic school in
Cambodia.



Asalamu Alaykum ,

I hope this first newsletter finds you all in good health . In Year 6 ,

we have been busy adjusting to our new roles as leaders of the

school . I am proud to say that students have taken this new

responsibility on board and have enjoyed a productive start to

the year .

 

We have been diving into a few areas of the curriculum : Maths –

learning about place value and the four operations , English –

Biographical texts , HASS – learning about Australia ’s push for

federation and small business concepts and Science – Learning

about renewable energies and sources of electricity .

 

Have a look below at some pictures of our hydroelectricity

experiment !

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

My name is Gabriel McBride
and I have the pleasure of
being the Year 6 teacher in
2021. I have been teaching for
two years now at Garden
College and have been in the
Year 6 cohort both times.

I have three older brothers and
enjoy fishing, camping and
playing soccer in my free time.
Both my parents were
teachers, so I developed my
passion for teaching at an
early age, watching the two of
them work hard for students of
their own.

I feel blessed to be a part of
the Garden College
community. I am grateful every
day to come to a job that I
cherish and enjoy. I hope to
meet a few of you around the
school as the year goes on, feel
free to come say hello to me in
the carpark.



Alhamdulillah for everything ! Welcome back to all our

students and families to begin another successful year at

Garden College . I hope all families had a wonderful

holiday .

I am very happy to see the way my Year 3 students get

ready and pray Dhur congregational prayer with their

seniors at the campus masjid . May Allah (SWT) give

Istaykhamat in their and our deen .  Subhanallah !

My Upper Primary students began their academic new year

by learning and reflecting upon ‘Why we should believe in

Allah alone as the Creator’ . Students understanding of

Allah ’s flawless creation , belief in Him , and to worship Him

alone is a pleasure to hear . I thank all my Year 3 and 4

parents for helping their children complete Islamic

projects .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Asalamu Alaykum. My name
is Vaseem Dilshad. 

By the Grace of Almighty
Allah, I teach Islamic
Studies from Reception to
Year 6 and Quranic Studies
with Br Yusuf for
Receptions. I have been
teaching these subjects at
Garden College since 2015.
Teaching is my passion and
my parents inspired me to
be a teacher. 

I pursued my Bachelor’s in
Mathematics and Science,
and Bachelor of Education
from Hyderabad, India. My
only child is in Grade 6 and
sometimes we enjoy taking
walks from home to school
and school to home. My
husband says 'I am a good
cook'!



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Our Reception students are settling

well Allhamdulillah. MashAllah

some of the students already know

all the Arabic letters and they are

trying to help others. Students

enjoyed the group activity on

arranging the Arabic letters in

order. They did GREAT!  

Upper Primary parents, please

remember to send the Islamic

exercise books back from home

and check Google Classroom

regularly for my subject tasks.

                                                          

My Year 1 and 2 students started their year with

understanding of Shahadah and continued to

learn in detail about the Pillars of Islam and Iman

which was designed to learn and have fun.                                                                      



The students are off to a positive start to the year and are

settling well into the routine of Quran lessons . They start each

lesson with the recitation of the Surah tasked repeating after

the Quran teacher . Students are encouraged to have

confidence and beautify their voice . Their chants can be heard

echoing down the hall . Each morning , students listen to and

recite the protective verses , Surat-al-Ikhlaas , Surat-al-Falaq ,

Surat-an-Naas , and Aayat-al-Kursi .

During Quran lessons , students undergo a refresher session

in which past delivered material is recollected to ensure

learning is preserved . The Year 4 's are learning about the

differences between the Laam Shamsiyyah and the Laam

Qamariyyah as part of their Tajweed classes . Year 5 's are

focusing on the pronunciation of Ithz-haar and Iqlaab . Year

6 's are focusing on the various forms of Idghaam . All classes

are conducted with differentiation catering to each

student ’s learning needs .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Asalamu Alaykum. I am
Shaykh Haisam Kabbara a
learned scholar of Islam
and resident Imam in
Adelaide. I have travelled
the world and studied the
sciences of Islam
extensively under the
tutelage of world-renown
scholars. I have extensive
teaching experience in
Islamic schools occupying a
range of positions from
teaching to leadership.

I value ongoing professional
development and live by
the standard ‘seeking
knowledge is from the
cradle to the grave’. I have
love of Quran and enjoy the
sweetness of Islamic lessons
and find satisfaction when
seeing Islam understood
well and practiced. My joy
and serenity lies in the acts
of worship to Allah. 



Asalamu Alaykum ,

Welcome back to another exciting year for the SACE program

at Garden College . As you probably heard over the holiday

break , we had an extremely successful 2020 with so many of

our students achieving excellent results . Seven of our Year

12 ’s scored in the 90s and the majority of the rest scored in

the high 80 ’s . All our students were accepted into their

University courses and InShAllah we are excited to hear and

see what the future holds for them .

 

But as the saying goes , when one door closes , another door

opens…... And as we farewell our seniors from last year , we

welcome our next generation of Year 12 ’s as we get off to a

blazing start in 2021 .

These 12 fine individuals will have the best opportunities

available to them and we look forward to seeing if we will

have another hugely successful year ahead of us . Last week

Dr Ahdielah and I met with all of the families of the current

senior cohort to solidify that this is a reciprocal relationship

in which we will all need to band together to get the best

results out of our Year 12 ’s . I can ’t wait to see what the future

holds for them . Given what they went through last year with

the pandemic and other hurdles that were thrown their way ,

I can ’t help but admire the tenacity and resilience these

future leaders of tomorrow have shown and will continue to

show .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

I'm Mr. Davos and i've been
teaching now for just under
a decade and I love
nothing more than working
at Garden College as the
school has such a rich and
positive bunch of teachers
and students.
 
For fun I enjoy spending
time with my friends,
watching movies (or at
least  I used to before the
plague) and also don't
mind the odd occasional
gaming session in my
limited spare time. 
 
My main fields are English
and similar types of
literacy based subjects.



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

We have a camp coming up that is currently

being organised for this group of seniors which

will be an awesome team building activity for

them as well as a chance to let their hair down

(metaphorically speaking of course) before the

year gets super hectic in the later terms.

As for behaviour, myself and Sr. Zahia run a

tight ship as far as behaviour is managed at

the Davoren Park campus. The 8’s – 12’s are all

aware of the correct behaviour and what is

expected of them. Given our year 7’s are new to

the campus, we’re slowly seeing an adjustment

period in which they settle into their new

lifestyle at our side, but I know with some

proper guidance and positive behaviour

management, we will see them grow into both

fine upstanding young Muslims and

outstanding members of the Garden College

community.

                                                                            

I’ve also been given the pleasure of managing

the Year 10 homegroup this year. So I’m super

excited to be sharing in their year of success as

they start to get involved in their first SACE

subjects. They’re a fantastic group, and I know

they’re going to make us all super proud!

That’s it from me. Keep watching this space to

see the exciting things that are coming up

from the SACE department at Garden College.

If you have any questions or would like to speak

to me, don’t hesitate to call the school and ask

away.

Thank you very much for your time, and I hope

you all have an amazing start to 2021!

Mr Davos

SACE Coordinator / Boys Well-being

Coordinator

                                                                            



Asalamu Alaykum ,

I am very happy to be back into the swing of things this year

at Garden College with energetic students . My classes have

been testing their laboratory skills and fine tuning their

report writing skills . I have loved seeing the Year 8 ’s trying

really hard to help one another to construct meaningful

Scientific Reports , in particular they are learning how to

improve their discussions .

I have observed fantastic communication skills and creativity

amongst the Year 9 ’s as they use knowledge of Biology and

Chemistry to design their Bushfire resistant homes . The Year

10 ’s have been very self-disciplined and curious about

understanding valence electrons , rules of the periodic table

and chemical formulas . I have seen students start the year

with a positive and passionate willingness to learn , and this is

why I love being able to see my students grow and develop ,

both socially and academically .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

My name is Zahia Bahwach
and I’ve been at Garden
College since the very
beginning of the Secondary
Campus, and it’s been a
wonderful experience. The
caring nature of our
community has made each
experience a unique one
here, and that has also
helped form some of the
really good relationships I’ve
encountered with Staff,
Students and Families over
the past 6 years.

I have an interest in cooking
in my spare time, and love
trying new dishes from
various cultures. I’m also am
a fan of bike riding, playing
basketball and playing
backgammon all in the
name of having some fun.
My name in Arabic means
bright, intelligent and
happy and that’s exactly
what I try and bring with me
wherever I go!



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

As students are starting to settle in, it is important that

we remember to maintain high standards of behaviour

and uniform. As Teachers, it is our duty to encourage our

students to behave with mutually appropriate morals,

etiquette and behaviour. Students need to wear full

school uniform otherwise this will raise concerns for HG

Teachers and Coordinators to follow-up with parents

regarding rectifying areas for improvement. It is

important that we all work together at school and at

home to give our students the best opportunities to

achieve these goals.

Our Well-Being sessions are focusing on students finding

their interests and setting goals. Sr Rufia has planned

some great activities to help students improve self-

awareness and promoting a positive mindset. Garden

College also promotes focusing on mental health, where

we also have some staff who are nationally accredited

mental health first aiders (Miss Tilley and Myself at the

Secondary Campus – something we are both passionate

about!), so please do not hesitate to contact us if you

would like to chat! 

 

Regards, 

Miss Zahia Bahwach

Teacher / Coordinator

Mental Health First aider 

Email: z.bahwach@gardencollege.sa.edu.au

       

Madina – Year 12
“I love Biology because I’m interested in learning
about everything around me”.

Abdullah – Year 9
“I’m looking forward to doing experiments and
I’m excited to see if our house model turns out
like the one me and my group designed”.

       

http://gardencollege.sa.edu.au/


Welcome to the 2021 school year . I am Miss Tilley and this year I

will be teaching the following subjects as well as taking Year 7

Homegroup :

-         Year 7 & 9 English

-         Year 7-10 Girls P .E .

-         Stage 2 (Year 12) Psychology

-         Stage 1 (Year 10) Integrated Learning

-         Stage 1 (Year 10) PLP

Please encourage and support your children at home in

completing their weekly homework for English . My Year 7 & 9

English classes receive their weekly homework on a Monday (due

Friday). This contract assists in the development of spelling ,

language conventions , paragraph writing , and dictionary skills .

You can also find the due dates of each major assignment on

Google Classroom .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Assalamu Alaykum,

My name is Patrese Tilley
and this is my 5th year
teaching at Garden College.
I graduated from the
University of Adelaide in
2017 with a Bachelor of
Teaching and a Bachelor of
Arts (Psychology and
English
Major). I have taught a
range of subjects during my
time at Garden College
including English,
Psychology, PLP, Integrated
Studies, Health and Physical
Education (P.E.) at the
Secondary Campus.

I also taught a Year 2 class
at the Primary Campus in
2018 and cannot wait to see
that class become high
school
students next year! In my
spare time I love reading
and watching Psychological
Thrillers, and spending time
with my family and friends.



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

For Integrated Learning, we are working with the

Port Adelaide Football Club (PAFC) by

completing their Power Intercultural Program.

The Power Intercultural Program is designed to

celebrate the vibrancy of cultural diversity and

expression, promote inclusion and build social

cohesion by recognising the positive contribution

of different cultures within Australia. The Year 10

class have been busy working on their guernsey

designs for this subject. A group of students and

teachers voted on the best design (pictured).

Joud has done a great job incorporating

intercultural elements into her design and I

cannot wait to see her guernsey come to life.

The Year 12 Psychology students have been busy getting into the swing of things during these first

weeks of Term 1. They have completed an experiment called “Chunking in Learning” and are also

working towards completing their first test for the subject.

Draft Report Due Date:

Tuesday Week 6, 1:00 PM

Summative Test: Tuesday Week 7

 

Once again, a big thank you to those who came out to our Parent Information Session. I encourage

all parents and carers to come to future events like these, as it is a great opportunity to find out

what your children are learning about and to chat with teachers.

 



Another year of learning exciting Mathematics concepts

and their applications across Year 10 and SACE stage 2 .

Sometimes , some of the concepts can be a little

challenging , but students ’ perseverance always helps them

get over any difficulties they may face .   

 

As well as been the Mathematics teacher for the Senior

classes , I am also the Curriculum Coordinator for Years 7 –

9 .  As such , I 'd like to say a big thank you to all the parents

who attended the parent information night and hope to

see more parents in future sessions .  The involvement of

parents in their children ’s learning is just as important as

that of their teachers .  As Garden College teachers , we look

forward to working with you in partnership to ensure the

success of our students .

 

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

AsalamuAlaykum ,

Welcome back to another

exciting year of learning at

Garden College . I am Mrs

Aziza Khelil and most of

you know as Ms K .

In 2021 , I will be teaching

the senior classes

Mathematics .  I am the

Year 10 Mathematics

teacher .  I am also The

YEAR 12 CLASS OF 2021

homeroom teacher as well

as their Mathematical

Methods and General

Mathematics teacher .

I am looking forward to

working with you and my

students for the best

outcome throughout the

year .



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Students across Years 7 - 10 need to study/or

complete their homework for at least an

hour every night.  Parents’ involvement and

reminders are very important as students are

learning to take responsibility and ownership

of their learning.

The Year 12 General Mathematics and Maths

Methods students have been busy getting

into the swing of things during these first

weeks of Term 1. Both classes have

completed their first topics and will be

assessed by the end of Week 5.  Students in

both classes are doing their best and I

encourage them to keep it up.  It is very

important for Year 12 especially to always

stay on top of their work.

If you have any questions or concerns please

don’t hesitate to contact me via email.

Ms K (Curriculum Coordinator)

(a.khelil@gardencollege.sa.edu.au).

As Year 12, General Mathematics
students, Mathematics is an extremely
important subject to us because it is
versatile and can be applied to various
real-life situations, beyond the extent of
the classroom. Thus, diverse students
with different passions, plans, and future
endeavours have continued to study
general Mathematics in Year 12 because
it is extremely relevant, and teaches
beneficial, practical, and real-life skills to
adopt into University.

Accordingly, Mathematics is a universal
language that is always present around
us and helps us with finances,
measurements, and understanding the
world. So far, we have learnt an
abundance of skills in order to be able to
calculate linear equations, plot graphs,
program linear equations, and most
importantly, apply our knowledge to
become better problem solvers and
critical thinkers in real-life situations. We
still continue to learn new concepts and
sure will be just as beneficial.
 
Hajar Yasini
Year 12 student

http://gardencollege.sa.edu.au/


It ’s been an interesting start to the year , especially for

teaching Physical Education . We have had one day where it

poured and the students were not allowed to go outside .

Then all last week , with the weather above 36 degrees , the

students had to spend their P .E lesson inside the classroom .

This was not ideal , but we were able to compromise and

create new games that involved the students to move

around and also use their problem-solving skills . 

 

We have recently started a partnership with the John

Mcveity Sports Centre down the road from the school . This

will allow the students to participate in different types of

sports in an indoor setting . The students absolutely love the

idea and are slowly improving their skills which will help

them in the future . By playing in an indoor facility , it will

help the children develop personally and socially . They work

as individuals , in groups and in teams , developing concepts

of fairness and of personal and social responsibility .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Assalamu Alaykum,

My name is Dimitri Panagis
and it is my third year
teaching at Garden College.
I cannot wait to build new
relationships with my
students and get them to
work hard and improve
their skills to help them
become fitter and healthier
children. 

Physical Education develops
students' competence and
confidence to take part in a
range of physical activities
that become a central part
of their lives, both in and
out of school.

We have a busy schedule
ahead of us and I cannot
wait to help the boys and
girls develop into healthier
and active people in our
community.



School Counsellor

Asalamu Alaykum ,

It ’s been a great start to the year so far , and InShaAllah ,

this year will be more smooth , calm and blessed than

last year . 

 

It ’s been so great to see students taking the initiative to

take care of their mental health and well-being . Already

this year , high school students have made it a priority

to speak to me about how to deal with stress and

intense emotions as well as managing time and school

work . It is very heart-warming to be a part of their

journey into adulthood .

 

In the primary school , we ’ve been getting on top of any

behavioural issues as soon as they arise , to prevent

these from becoming habits or continued behaviour .

InShaAllah with empathy and patients required from all

of us , we can work together to raise resilient , strong

and gentle young

Muslims . 

 

Some parents have expressed that they don ’t feel close

to their children emotionally , and I wanted to give

some tips and ideas on how to work on this as a family

in the new year .

Miss. Rufia Valiff

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

I am addicted to Tim Tams 
I get along with children
better than adults
I am very bad at reverse
parallel parking

Assalamu Alaykum,

My name is Rufia Valiff (Miss V)
and I am the School Counsellor
at Garden College. I have
completed a Bachelor of
Psychology (Honours) and am
currently working on my first
children’s book. This is my
third year at Garden College,
and I am so proud to be able to
help the students learn
important life skills, as well as
emotional intelligence to
become strong, confident and
resilient young Muslims. 
 
I conduct weekly Well-being
lessons with the High School
students in which we talk about
Careers, Values, Emotional
Intelligence and Mental Health.
I also conduct one-on-one
counselling sessions with
students to give them more
personalised and confidential
support. 
 
Some fun facts about me: 

 
I hope to see you around!



Take the time each night to ask your children
“What was the best part of your day today?”
Start by talking about your day, to get the
conversation going. 
Instead of just asking “do you have any
homework?” Ask your children “What made
you laugh today?” and “What are you grateful
for today?” This will help you get to know
what your child appreciates and make them
feel that you not only care about their school
report but also about their feelings and day to
day. 
If your child has issues with their emotions,
practice by telling them about something that
made you sad, and how you helped yourself
feel better. For example: “Today I was
nervous/angry/sad about an
appointment/meeting/phone call, but I made
dua for it to go okay and it did. Then I made
myself a drink and thanked Allah for helping
me. That always makes me feel better”. 

1.

2.

3.

Just this simple conversation can show your child
what you do to calm down, and teach them
techniques for doing the same when they are
upset.

If you have any concerns you’d like to discuss
with me about your child or family, please let the
front office know and they can make an
appointment! 
 
Rufia Valiff 
School Counsellor
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